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This paper is devoted to the so-called ground nonmonotonic (GNM) reasoning, “grounded” referring to
the idea that an agent’s assumptions are only grounded in the world’s knowledge. More precisely, the
authors study the GNM logic programs in the context of modal logic S5, their GNM-S5 logic being based
on Gelfond’s translation (that applies modalities only to literals). The main results obtained may be
summarized as follows: (a) Restricted to the grounded context syntax, the paper proves that all GNM
modal logics (intermediary) between logics T an S5 are equivalent. (b) Furthermore, these logics are
proved to be equivalent to a GNM logic that is constructed using the well-known four-valued (bilattice)
inference system FOUR. This logic (and semantics) is called GNM-S5, as a reminder of its origin in the
logic S5. (c) The paper shows also that, for normal logic programs, the proposed approach is closely
related to the Well-Founded-by-Cases semantics [J. S. Schipf (1990)] and to the WFS+ semantics [J.
Dix (1995)]. (d) Classicality and extended cut principles are proved to hold for GNM-S5, while WFS+

semantics supports classicality but fails to satisfy the extended cut property. (This is because WFS+ was
defined for normal programs that do not include literals as facts.) These results substantiate the claim
that the proposed GNM-S5 logic is a good candidate for defining a nonmonotonic semantics closer to the
direction of classical logic.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the formal syntax of propositional modal formulae,
in particular the logic programs rules are introduced as a special case of logic formulae. Section 3 presents
the notions of frames and models that are used to provide the semantics for modal formulae and theories.
A modal formula is defined which can be used to characterize the number of points of a given frame.
Further, the K-basic fragment of modal formulae is shown to be invariant under many classes of reflexive
frames. Section 4 discusses the FOUR system structure, and uses it to define a particular truth valuation
for modal formulae. The FOUR billatice logic is shown to be expressive enough to emulate other logics
such as Gödel multi-valued logic G4. Section 5 reviews the proof theory of modal logics. Techniques to
prove completeness results are examined, and an axiomatization for the logics is described obtained by
universal frames with a fixed (finite) number of frames. Section 6 develops a natural deduction system
intended to model the inference abilities of normal logic programs. Two inference rules are proposed for
natural deduction restricted to the class of normal formulae. Section 7 concentrates and applies in logic
programming the results of the previous sections. A general definition of logic program semantics is given,
the answer set and WFS semantics being described. The FOUR inference system is used to model answer
sets for the class of disjunctive programs. The GNM-S5 logic is proposed as a new semantics that is
closer to the notion of well-behaved semantics. Several important properties of GNM-S5 semantics are
proved, including classicality (relating the logic consequence in classical logic of normal logic programs)
and extended cut principle. The final Section 8 outlines the conclusions of this paper.
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